
INVESTIGATIONS OFFICER, 
CLAIMANT, 

v. 
ANTHONY CUOZZO, 

RESPONDENT. 

DECISION OF THE 
INDEPENDENT ADMINISTRATOR 

The Investigations Officer charged Anthony Cuozzo ("Cuozzo"), 
former Vice President and member of IBT Local Union 295 in Jamaica, 
New York, with: 

[A]cting in a manner to bring reproach upon the 
union, violating [his] fiduciary duties as a union 
officer violating [his] oath and interfering with Local 
295's and the IBT's legal obligations under the Consent 
Order, in violation of Article II, Section 2(a) and 
Article XIX, Sections 6(b)(1), (2) and (5) of the IBT 
Constitution. 

To Wit, while an officer of Local 295, since at 
least February 1991 to the present [Cuozzo], knowingly 
associated with Anthony Calagna, Sr., a member of LaCosa 
Nostra. 
A hearing was conducted before me. Having reviewed the 

evidence presented, the arguments of counsel and the post-hearing 
submissions, I find that the Investigations Officer has satisfied 
his just cause burden of proving this charge against Cuozzo by a 
preponderance of the evidence. 



THE IBT CONSTITUTIONAL PROVISIONS 
The charges here implicate two provisions of the IBT 

Constitution — Article II, Section 2(a) and Article XIX, Section 
6(b). "Article II, Section 2(a) is the IBT membership oath, which 
provides in pertinent part that every IBT member shall 'conduct 
himself or herself in a manner not to bring reproach upon the Union 
. . ..'" United States v. IBT fin Re: Application XXII). 764 F. 
Supp. 797, 799 (S.D.N.Y. 1991). 

Article XIX, Section 6(b), is a non-exhaustive list of the 
"bas[e]s for charges against members, officers, [and] elected 
Business Agents . . .." Included in that list are: 

(1) Violation of any specific provision of the 
Constitution, Local Union Bylaws or Rules or Order, or 
failure to perform any of the duties specified 
thereunder. 

(2) Violation of oath of office or of the oath of 
loyalty to the Local Union and the International Union. 

(5) Conduct which is disruptive of, interferes 
with, or induces others to disrupt or interfere with, the 
performance of any union's legal or contractual 
obligations. Causing or participating in an unauthorized 
strike or work stoppage. 

CALAGNA'S MEMBERSHIP IN ORGANIZED CRIME 

In connection with a prior disciplinary hearing before me, 
Calagna was found to be a member of the Luchese Organized Crime 
Family of La Cosa Nostra. Investigations Officer v. Anthony 
Calacrna. Sr. (In Re: Charges One and Two). Decision of the 
Independent Administrator (May 7, 1991), aff'd. United States v. 
International Brotherhood of Teamsters (Application XXX). 88 CIV. 
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4486 (DNE), slip op. (S.D.N.Y. August 14, 1991). Cuozzo has 
acknowledged that he is "bound by the Court's findings that in fact 
Anthony Calagna was a member of La Cosa Nostra . . .," and that 
those allegations "are not being rebutted." Respondent's Post-
Hearing Memorandum at pp. 4-5. 

CUOZZO'S ASSOCIATION WITH CALAGNA 
Cuozzo was appointed as a Vice President of Local 295 on 

February 4, 1991. T47-2 to 22.^ He resigned from that position 
on July 25, 1991. T41-11 to T42-11; Respondent's Ex. 1. Prior to 
his appointment as Vice President, Cuozzo served as a Local Shop 
Steward. T42-14 to 19. He also worked for Airborne Express, Inc., 
since 1983, the year he joined Local 295. T42-23 to T43-5. 

During his June 5, 1991, in-person sworn examination before 
the Investigations Officer, one month after I issued my decision 
finding Calagna to be a La Cosa Nostra member, Cuozzo testified 
that he is friends with Calagna. 10-2, pp. 12-13. Cuozzo also 
testified that he was aware of my decision regarding Calagna. Id. 
at p.49. He also stated that he got to know Calagna through their 
common tie to Local 295. Id. at p. 13. While he was a Shop 
Steward, Cuozzo attended the weddings of two of Calagna's children, 
Jill and Anthony, Jr. 10-2 at pp. 13-14; T44-24 to T46-6. 

1 All transcript references are to the transcript of the hearing 
before me. The cite refers to the transcript page number followed 
by the line number. In this case, "T47-2 to 22" refers to trans-
cript page 47, lines 2 through 22. 



Cuozzo also served as Chairman to the "Anthony Calagna Defense 
Fund Committee" (the "Defense Fund").2 io-2 at pp. 27-28. In 
fact, Cuozzo set up a post-office box on behalf of the Defense Fund 
to receive donations, paid for postage and envelopes, personally 
contributed money, opened a bank account using his own social 
security number, and had signatory power over the Defense Fund's 
money in the bank. 10-2 at pp. 28-36. 

Once appointed as Local 295 Vice President, Cuozzo resigned as 
chairman of the Defense Fund at the request of then Local 295 
President Robert Reinhardt. Reinhardt informed Cuozzo that he 
could not serve as Local 295 Vice President and chairman of the 
Defense Fund as a conflict of interest existed. Id. at p. 30; T65-

^ Cuozzo testified before the Investigations Officer on June 5, 
1991, that the Defense Fund was formed by "[t]he men talking in 
Newark and Lawrenceville, different stations, that we should do 
something for the defense of Anthony and the Union." Cuozzo 
further testified that "as I was always the volunteer for a lot of 
things, . . . I took up the call to be the Chairman." 10-2 at pp. 
27-28. The committee was formed sometime in 1989 or 1990. Id. at 
pp. 28 and 32. In the first paragraph of the letter sent by the 
Defense Fund to Local 295 and Local 851 members, it states that: 

As you may already know, Anthony [Calagna] was named 
a defendant in a civil lawsuit, along with Local 295 IBT, 
its Executive Board and certain present and former 
officers of Local 295 IBT, Local 851 IBT, and others 
totalling fourteen (14) defendants. Anthony is being 
sued by the Federal Government for alleged violations of 
certain federal labor laws and for alleged violations of 
the Racketeer Influence Corrupt Organization ("RICO"). 
Anthony has also been charged with labor extortion and 
his trial is scheduled for November 26, 1990. 
After trial in the United States District Court for the 

Eastern District of New York, on January 3, 1991, Calagna was 
convicted of extortion and conspiracy to commit extortion from a 
Local 295 employer in the matter of U.S. v. Anthony Calagna. 
CR-89-00308 (E.D.N.Y.). On April 4, 1991, Calagna was sentenced to 
87 months in Federal Prison. 
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15 to 22. Cuozzo never inquired as to the nature of the conflict 
of interest. T66-8 to 12. 

Soon thereafter, in "late February" 1991, shortly after 
Cuozzo's appointment as Vice President, his resignation as Chairman 
of the Defense Fund because of a "conflict of interest," and 
Calagna was found guilty for extortion and conspiracy, Cuozzo 
arranged a meeting with Calagna at a diner in Merrick, Long Island. 
10-2 at pp. 16-17. The meeting was set up through Calagna's 
daughter. Icj[. at p. 17. At the meeting, Cuozzo offered Calagna 
his "condolences on his problems" because he "felt bad for all his 
problems" and because he thought "about his family [and] about his 
wife . . .." Ig. at pp. 17-18. The meeting lasted approximately 
fifteen minutes. Id. at p. 18. During the meeting, Cuozzo and 
Calagna discussed Cuozzo's recent appointment as Vice President of 
Local 295. Ig. at p. 26. 

That Cuozzo and Calagna would meet in February 1991 was 
consistent with the relationship that developed between the two. 
Cuozzo would meet with Calagna "whenever he [Calagna] was having 
these problems . . . when he was going to Court and all." Jg. at 
pp. 18-19. 

CUOZZO'S KNOWLEDGE OF CALAGNA'S ORGANIZED CRIME TIES 

The standard for testing a "knowing association" charge is 
clear: 

[I]n order for the Investigations Officer to sustain 
his burden of proving a prohibited association with 
organized crime members, he must show that the contacts 
in question are purposeful and not incidental or 



fleeting. Such contacts may be shown in either a 
business or social context . . .. In determining whether 
the Investigations Officer has sustained his burden of 
proving a prohibited association, the focus will be 
placed on the nature and not the number of contacts in 
question. 
[Investigations Officer v. Senese. et al.. Decision of 
Independent Administrator (July 12, 1990) at pp. 35-36, 
aff'd.. United States v. IBT (Application XIII. 745 F. 
Supp. 900 (S.D.N.Y. 1990), aff'd. 941 F.2d 1292 (2d Cir. 
1991).] 

In addition, it is now well-settled that "[i]n the absence of 
direct evidence of knowledge of the organized crime ties of an 
associate . . . such knowledge may be inferred from the duration 
and quality of the association." Investigations Officer v. Senese. 
et al.. Decision of the Independent Administrator at p. 37. 

Cuozzo admitted that he was friends with Calagna, attended two 
of his children's weddings, spearheaded the effort to raise funds 
to pay Calagna's legal bills (he also personally contributed money 
to the Defense Fund), and met with Calagna on several occasions to 
discuss his "problems." The most recent of those meetings occurred 
just after Cuozzo's appointment as a Local 295 Vice President. 
Such contacts are certainly "purposeful and not incidental or 
fleeting." 

As for Cuozzo's knowledge of Calagna's organized crime ties, 
I refer back to my decision in Investigations Officer v. O'Brien. 
Decision of the Independent Administrator (May 15, 1991) at p. 25, 
aff'd. United States v. IBT (Application XXI). 88 CIV. 4486 (DNE), 
slip op. (S.D.N.Y. September 11, 1991), wherein I stated "[i]t 
strains credulity that" one could be friendly with mob figures "and 
not be aware of their organized crime connections." I found this 



to be especially true where, as here, there is extensive regional 
media coverage concerning the organized crime connections of one's 
associate. 

The Investigations Officer offered the following newspaper 
articles which mention Calagna in the same breath as organized 
crime and its influence over the New York air-freight industry and 
organized labor: 

- May 4, 1989, New York Times article entitled 
"Teamsters Officials Indicted in Extortion." Calagna was 
mentioned in the article because he was indicted on 
charges of extorting money from air freight companies at 
JFK airport. The article indicated that there was a 
connection between the indicted Teamsters and theGambino 
Organized Crime Family of La Cosa Nostra. [IO-lR-(29)3] 
- June 12, 1988, New York Daily News article entitled 
"Feds Say Inmate Still Rules Airport Racket." The 
article indicates that former Local 295 President, Harry 
Davidoff (a "ruthless thug"), continues to run the 
"rackets" at JFK airport from a Minnesota prison. A 
strike force "chief" assigned to clean up the air freight 
industry at JFK Airport was quoted in the articles as 
saying "we are committed to removing organized crime and 
labor racketeers from the control of the air freight 
industry." The article also states that Davidoff met 
with officers of IBT Locals 851 and 295 while he was in 
prison to discuss a "large labor-peace payment" from an 
airport company to Calagna who was President of Local 295 
at the time. [IO-lR-(33)] 
- Nov. 9, 1986, New York Newsday article entitled 
"Airport Workers Still Fear Mob." The article indicates 
that Calagna is the current President of Local 295. The 
article also states that Calagna was permanently barred 
from serving as a Trustee of Local 806's Pension and 
Welfare Funds because he improperly used $400,000 in Fund 
monies to decorate his office and allowed an improper 
$1.2 million payment to another Local official. The 
article also stated that a five year probe into the air 
freight industry has resulted in 23 convictions of Union 

3 The cite I0-lR-(29) refers to Investigations Officer Exhibit 
1R. I0-1R is a group of newspaper and magazine articles. IO-1R-
(29) refers to the twenty-ninth newspaper article. 
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officials and company owners for racketeering and 
extortion and despite the convictions, people believe the 
"mob still has a firm hand on the Union." [I0-1R-(18)] 
- April 14, 1987, New York Newsdav article entitled 
"Union Hall FBI Search Finds Guns." The article states 
that a .22 caliber revolver along with telephone books 
and a ledger marked "cash" were found above a dropped 
ceiling in Calagna's office. The article also states 
that at least 30 witnesses detailed an elaborate 
extortion scheme by Local 295 officers and Luchese 
Organized Crime Family members to extort over $1.25 
million in payoffs from air-freight trucking companies. 
[I0-1R-(16)] 
- April 15, 1987, New York Daily News article entitled 
"FBI Studies Union 'black book.'" The article states 
that members of an FBI-police joint task force 
investigating mob-linked labor extortion at JFK Airport 
seized the ledger marked "cash" that was found in the 
ceiling of Calagna's Local 295 office (along with loaded 
guns). The article also quoted a "source with knowledge 
of the investigation" as saying the ledgers could provide 
a major clue in establishing the identities of air 
freight companies making payoffs to Local 295 officials. 
[I0-1R-(15)] 

As evidenced by these articles, Local 295 has been the victim of 
corruption by organized crime for many years and the Local's 
history is replete with incidents of many civil and criminal 
prosecutions involving both former Local 295 officers and employers 
(including many air-freight employers) of Local 295 members. See 
10-1.4 ^g discussed in footnote 2 at p. 4, supra. Calagna was 
named as a defendant in a recent Civil RICO action involving 
organized crime and its influence over Local 295. U.S. v. Local 
295. et. al.. 90 Civ. 970 (E.D.N.Y.). The Civil RICO complaint 
alleged, inter alia, that Calagna is a member of the Luchese Family 

* 10-1 is the declaration of Federal Bureau of Investigation 
Special Agent, James J. Malley, with attached exhibits, detailing 
a extensive history of corruption in the affairs of Local 295. 



of La Cosa Nostra, and that the defendants engaged in a pattern of 
extortion from employers and members of Local 295 through an 
Airport Union Enterprise and a Luchese Family Enterprise. As also 
noted in footnote 2, Calagna himself was convicted in a criminal 
matter involving the extortion of Local 295 members. 

In commenting on Local 295's history of corruption in a recent 
decision wherein I permanently banished seven of the Local 295 
Officers from the IBT for failing to act with respect to rooting 
out organized crime in their Local, I indicated that "I have seen 
few IBT Locals with the sullied reputation associated with Local 
295, a reputation richly deserved, as reflected by the record in 
this case." Investigations Officer v. Anthony Calaana. Sr.. et 
al.. Decision of the Independent Administrator (June 14, 1991) at 
p. 24, aff'd. United States v. IBT fApplication XLII). 88 CIV. 4486 
(DNE), slip op. (S.D.N.Y. November 8, 1991). 

At the hearing before me, Cuozzo denied that he was "aware," 
or even thought, "that Anthony Calagna was a member of organized 
crime." T52-17 to 20. It simply defies logic that a very active 
member of the Local, a Shop Steward at Airborne Freight, Inc., who 
"took up the call to be the chairman" of Calagna's Defense Fund, 
and who was a friend of Calagna's who attended the weddings of his 
children, could be ignorant of Calagna's membership in organized 
crime. This is especially so in light of the notorious media 
publicity surrounding Local 295. It is just not plausible that 
Cuozzo was not aware of such sensational media coverage, especially 
coverage mentioning the fact that guns and secret ledgers were 
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found by an organized crime task force at Local 295 in the ceiling 
of Calagna's office, and coverage with such titles as "Airport 
Workers Still Fear Mob" and "Feds Say Inmate Still Rules Airport 
Racket".s 

Given this background, the only conclusion that I can draw is 
that Cuozzo was aware of Calagna's organized crime ties when the 
two met at the diner in Merrick, Long Island, in February 1991, and 
when the two met and socialized together before that time.6 if 

s Compare. Investigations Officer v. Cozza. Decision of the 
Independent Administrator (January 4, 1991,) at pp. 21-25, aff'd. 
United States v. IBT ^Application XXII). 764 F.Supp. 797 (S.D.N.Y. 
1991). Cozza was permanently banished from the IBT for knowingly 
associating with LCN figures. In that Decision, I found that: 

[I]t is most unlikely that Cozza, a longtime 
labor leader in Pittsburgh, who represents 
employees working for Pittsburgh newspapers, 
would not keep abreast of Pittsburgh affairs 
and that it would never come to his attention 
that the people named herein were said to be 
involved with organized crime. 

6 The Investigations Officer has offered the October 2, 1991, 
Supplemental Declaration of FBI Special Agent James J. Malley to 
show that a high-ranking member of the Luchese Organized Crime 
Family (Peter Chiodo) had discussed with Cuozzo the fact that 
Cuozzo would be in line to assume Calagna's role as Luchese Family 
representative within Local 295. 10-6 at p. 3. Chiodo allegedly 
said: 

[T]hat he was introduced to Cuozzo by Michael 
Kileen, who was a member of Chiodo's "crew." Chiodo said 
that he had discussed with Cuozzo the likelihood that 
Cuozzo would be in line to take over Anthony Calagna, 
Sr.'s job as the Luchese Family representative at 
International Brotherhood of Teamsters Local 295, in the 
event that Calagna was convicted and incarcerated after 
his trial in the Eastern District of New York. 
This hearsay submission was not corroborated by other 

evidence, and Cuozzo specifically denied its veracity. T54-10 to 
T56-14. Thus, I cannot find this submission reliable and I cannot 
assign it any weight. 
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there was any doubt as to whether Cuozzo knowingly associated with 
Calagna, that doubt was resolved against Cuozzo when he testified 
in June of 1991, one month after I found Calagna to be a member of 
LCN, that he is "now" friends with Calagna. 10-2 at pp. 12-13. 

CUOZZO'S ARGUMENTS 
In an effort to portray the diner meeting as proper, Cuozzo 

argues that "[a] minimal contact (with Calagna) . . . should have 
been necessary as Calagna was the outgoing President of Local 295 
and [Cuozzo] was a brand new officer of the Union." Respondents 
Answering Memorandum at p. 7. This argument is not only wholly 
without merit, it supports the charge against Cuozzo. The 
discussion of Union business between a Local Union officer and an 
LCN member is an uneguivocally prohibited contact. 

Cuozzo also argues that no inferences can be raised by his 
attendance at the weddings of Calagna's children as they were 
hardly clandestine affairs with more than 150 people attending. 
Cuozzo highlights the point that at the time Calagna was the 
President of Local 295, several Shop Stewards attended the 
weddings. Respondent's Post-Hearing Memorandum at p. 6. Cuozzo 
misses the point. His attendance at the weddings of Calagna's 
children is simply further evidence of Cuozzo's self-admitted 
friendship with Calagna. In his post-hearing submission, Cuozzo 
himself does not say that "all" of the Stewards were invited, only 
that "several" of them were. It follows then that Cuozzo was close 
enough to Calagna to be one of the invited Stewards. 
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As for Cuozzo's service as Chairman of the Calagna Defense 
Fund, he attempts to mitigate the effects of this significant event 
by stating that he merely took the position because he was "a well-
known gentleman with a large circle of contacts." Id. at p. 7. He 
also emphasized the fact that he did not serve on the Defense Fund 
while an officer of the Local and he never used or approved the 
payment of Union monies to the Fund. Ibid. None of this, however, 
changes the fact that Calagna personally contributed to the Fund 
and chaired the effort to raise money for Calagna's legal defense. 
Such activity certainly must have drawn Cuozzo closer into 
Calagna's circle and ingratiated Cuozzo with Calagna — a known LCN 
figure. 

Cuozzo's only other argument is also meritless. Cuozzo 
asserts that the Investigations Officer has not proved the charge 
because Cuozzo "had no contacts with Calagna after his conviction." 
Respondents Post-Hearing Memorandum at p. 8. Whether or not 
Calagna's criminal conviction occurred before or after the diner 
meeting is of no moment. First of all, this argument is based on 
legal niceties. It is not disputed that a jury found Calagna 
guilty of extortion and conspiracy to commit extortion on January 
3, 1991, prior to the diner meeting. Calagna's Judgment of 
Conviction was not entered, however, until April of 1991 after the 
diner meeting. Given this chronology, it is clear that at the time 
of the diner meeting Cuozzo knew of Calagna's conviction. In fact, 
Cuozzo testified that he met with Calagna because of his legal 
"problems." 10-2 at pp.17-18. In any event, Cuozzo is not charged 
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with knowingly associating with Calagna the extortionist, he is 
charged with knowingly associating with Calagna, a member of La 
Cosa Nostra. 

THE PENALTY TO BE IMPOSED 
This is my fourth decision involving Officers of Local 295. 

It is no secret that the Local has been held hostage by the 
influence of organized crime. Given my earlier banishment from the 
IBT of seven members of Local's Executive Board, I have already 
been forced to put Local 295 into Trusteeship. 

Moreover, Cuozzo's decision to befriend a La Cosa Nostra 
member, Calagna, while fully cognizant of the infamous history of 
past Local 295 officers, and the devastation to the Local's 
reputation, as well as to its treasury, that occurred during 
Calagna's reign as President, is a betrayal of the IBT. 

Accordingly, the only just penalty for Cuozzo is permanent 
debarment from the IBT. Thus, by virtue of this Decision, Cuozzo 
is to permanently remove himself from all of his IBT-affiliated 
officer positions as well as from membership in the IBT, and draw 
no money or compensation therefrom or from any other IBT-affiliated 
source. 

CUOZZO'S BENEFITS 

As has been my practice, I asked Cuozzo's counsel to submit to 
me at the hearing a schedule of any and all benefits to which 
Cuozzo is entitled as well as a memorandum setting forth his 



position on my authority to impose sanctions impacting upon such 
benefits. In making this request, specific reference was made to 
my November 29, 1990, Supplemental Opinion in Investigations 
Officer v. Senese. et al.. and Judge Edelstein's affirmance of that 
Opinion and United States v. IBT fin Re: Application XVI). 735 F. 
Supp. 1181 (S.D.N.Y. 1990). Courtesy copies of these decisions, 
which set forth my approach to imposing sanctions on benefits were 
forwarded to Cuozzo's counsel for reference. In the past, I have 
found it helpful to have information regarding benefits on file in 
the event an adverse decision is issued. 

On November 18, 1991, in accordance with the post-hearing 
briefing schedule established at the October 3, 1991, hearing, I 
received Cuozzo's Post-Hearing Memorandum. Attached to that 
memorandum, on "Local 851 - IB of T Employer Group Pension Trust" 
letterhead, was an unsigned November 18, 1991, letter entitled 
"Response to Judge Frederick Lacey's Request for Benefits of 
Anthony Cuozzo." The unsigned November 18, 1991, letter, suggests 
that Cuozzo is a participant in the Local 851 Pension Plan and the 
Local 851 Welfare Fund. 

My authority to impose sanctions on the employee benefits of 
a respondent is now well settled by virtue of the Senese Decision. 
Consistent with my ruling in Senese. I will not alienate any of 
Cuozzo's vested benefits. Thus, Cuozzo can retain any vested 
benefits he may have in the Local 851 Pension Plan and the Local 
851 Welfare Fund. See also. Guidry v. Sheet Metal Workers National 
Pension Fund. 1210 S. Ct. 680 (1990). 
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Whether Cuozzo is a participant in additional benefits is 
unclear from his November 18, 1991, submission. To the extent 
additional benefits exist, however, I will treat them consistent 
with my past decisions. 

The first category of benefits to address are those that are 
administered by both IBT-affiliated persons or entities, on the one 
hand, and non-IBT affiliated persons and entities, on the other. 
In the past, I have characterized such benefits as "Third-Party 
Plans." If Cuozzo is a participant in any Third-Party Plan, I 
direct that the IBT and any affiliate that may contemplate doing 
so, to discontinue making payment of Union funds to such Third-
Party Plans on Cuozzo's behalf. This ruling does not interfere 
with Cuozzo's right to receive any benefits that may already be 
vested in such plans. 

In addition to the extent the IBT or any IBT-affiliated entity 
contemplates making the payment of any benefits to Cuozzo which are 
under their exclusive control (such as bonuses and Local controlled 
severance plans), they are hereby directed not to make such 
payments. 

I ask the Investigations Officer to send copies of this 
Decision to any IBT-affiliated entity that he suspects may seek to 
transfer benefits to Cuozzo. 

Lastly, consistent with the well-recognized general 
prohibition on the payment of legal fees by a Union on behalf of 
Union officials charged with misconduct and found to have committed 
misconduct, neither the IBT nor any IBT-affiliated entity may pay 
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Cuozzo's attorney fees. See, e.g.. United States v. Local 1804-1, 
732 F.Supp. 434, 437 (S.D.N.Y. 1990) 

THE VOLUNTARY STAY 
I will stay the imposition of the penalties imposed here until 

such time as Judge Edelstein reviews these findings and the 
penalties imposed, all of which I will submit to him by way of 
Application. 

Frederick B. Lacey ^ 
Independent Administrator 

Dated: December 20, 1991 
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